Newborn Facts &

Sleep Shaping
Guide

hello
At Winter Slumber I start sleep
training at the age of 12 weeks;
but you CAN help your baby
learn skills earlier than this to
make sleep easier and aide in
better sleep as your baby grows
older. This is what I call “sleep
shaping”. Here I will leave you
with facts to help you along in
the newborn, 0-3 months, phase
and tips on how to “sleep shape”
your newborn.

Best regards,

Karen Winter

Newborn
facts
Newborns sleep
anywhere from 15-20
hours a day. The
MAXIMUM amount of
time they should be
awake is 1.5 hours,
often times it is MUCH
less than this

By 12-14 lbs. a newborn
should be eating 28-32
oz, if you are able to
feed them this during
the daytime hours then
they will not need an
overnight feed

Newborns feed
every 2-3 hours
drinking
approximately 2-3
oz. of milk per lb. of
weight in 24 hours

Crying peaks at 5-6
weeks as they are
becoming more
aware of the world
around them

Day and Night
Confusion
Is your newborn sleeping more during the day than at
night? This is called day and night confusion. This
usually resolves on its own but here are some tips to
use along the way:

During the daylight hours expose your
newborn to lots of natural light by opening
curtains and getting outside if possible
Make awake time stimulating by having
tummy time, playing with toys, and
interacting in an animated and exciting
manner
Limit each nap to 2-3 hours
Make nighttime interactions calming and
quiet, draw curtains closed, and dim lights
Implement a bedtime routine: bath, book,
song, lights out, noise machine on, in
bassinet/crib
Implement a naptime routine: song, lights
out, noise machine on, in bassinet/crib

Sleep Shaping Tips
Lay baby down, as often as you can, calm but awake in
their bassinet or crib after doing all the following. This
will give them practice at falling asleep independently
both at nap and at night
Have a bedtime & nap-time routine; set up positive sleep associations

A bedtime routine may be as follows: give a bath, put pj’s on, feed/nurse,
sing a song, read a book, swaddle, turn on white noise, making the room
dark, and lay baby flat on his/her back alone in crib or bassinet. These are all
positive sleep associations. Do the same for naps but shorten it: sing a song,
swaddle, turn on white noise, and lay baby flat on back in crib or bassinet.
Problematic sleep associations: Feeding to sleep,
rocking/bouncing/vibrating to sleep, strollers or car rides to sleep, actively
touching or rubbing to sleep. These are all ok to do to get baby to a place of
calm but then they should be laid down calm and awake in their
crib/bassinet so they can practice falling asleep on their own.
Soothe in other ways rather than feeding as a quick fix to crying. This
prevents “snacking” and ensures full feeds.
Be sure to give full feeds every 2 to 2.5 hours rather than snacking more
frequently, this will help with “tanking up” baby and elongates stretches of
overnight sleep.
Eliminate the “witching hour” (which is evening crankiness) by ensuring
adequate daytime sleep and do whatever it takes to get a good afternoon
nap in so that your baby doesn’t become overtired by bedtime

Soothing
Newborns
Your goal in soothing a newborn is to mimic the womb. Here are
five techniques to help soothe a newborn. Use them as building
blocks, do one right after the other. The book "The Happiest
Baby on the Block" by Harvey Karp is a great resource to further
understand WHY these techniques work along with other great
newborn tips.
1. Swaddle – if you think they don’t like it, try it again! It is
needed to help keep the moro reflex from jolting them awake
2. Rhythmic movement – rock, bounce, walk, etc.
3. Soothing sounds – noise machine, shushing, singing
4. Calming holding positions – holding on side or belly, “football
hold”
5. Sucking – pacifier or your clean pinky finger

Sleep Safety
Implement the Sleep ABC's
To ensure the safety of your baby while
he/she sleeps make sure you lay your
baby down:
Alone – without any blankets, or
bumpers, or toys, or people
Back –on his/her back, this is the safest
position
Crib –in a crib or bassinet, this is the
safest location for a sleeping baby

Looking for more tips?

Follow me on social
media
@winterslumbersleep

The newborn stage or what I call, "the fourth
trimester", is tough! Give yourself grace, do what you
can to get sleep, and try your best to set your little
one up with good sleep habits from day one.
If you find yourself needing support and advice
along the way please do reach out. Once your baby
is 12 weeks we can discuss what formal sleep
training might look like for you and your family!
You got this mama!

Karen@winterslumber.com

www.winterslumber.com

